Amendment of Regulation (June 2016)
Due to recent recurring excesses and bad behavior on the part of some fishermen fishing guards
sworn AAPPMA Lake Aiguebelette will make day and night checks on posts and the law is amended
as follows:
(S) angler (s) is (are) required to be present (s) on the reserved position day and night. In case of
control and absence (of) fisherman (s) (s) offender (s) is (are) sanctioned (s).
We invite all carp anglers to read these regulations. Henceforth, it will be applied to the letter.
Warning
We recall that the locations of the stations are defined on a Prefectural Order (Here) and compliance
with the regulations below and Prefectoral conditions the renewal of these post by the state services
Proper compliance by fishermen of this regulation will involve the renewal or NO for night fishing in
2017.
Fishing for carp Night is performed only on the positions listed below. The practice of night fishing off
sector is reprehensible a doubled fine of a civil transaction request and seizure of fishing equipment.
Preamble
Since March 2015, the Aiguebelette lake has become a regional nature reserve. In fact, additional
safeguards will be in place and we are counting on you to preserve the environment in which you
operate during your stay so that the lake retains its beauty and uniqueness.
for more information: http://www.ccla.fr/actualites/224-le-lac-d-aiguebelette-est-classe-reservenaturelle-regionale
night Carpe Regulation
Night carp fishing on Lake Aiguebelette is regulated by this text, any offender will be write off its
quality of adherent member of the Association Aiguebelette.
General regulations
Night fishing is reserved exclusively for fishing carp.
Night fishing is possible from 1 January to 30 June and from 1 September to 31 December. During the
summer, from July 1 to August 31, practice night fishing is prohibited.
NB: The opening and closing dates for night fishing positions 3 and 4 are subject to change according
to the needs of the site in which they are located. We also point to the same items being located in
camping, carp anglers enjoy the amenities of the place (running water, showers, vehicle monitoring,
recharging the batteries ...) and it is obvious that fishermen must pay the price of a campsite from
the owners of the premises.
Fishing is the edge on specific positions referenced by Prefectoral with two fishermen maximum per
post. Fishing is done with maximum 4 rods. Fishing inside reeds protected by piles is prohibited. Any

change on vegetation is prohibited. The use of animal bait is prohibited at night. Priming should be
reasonable.
(S) angler (s) is (are) required to be present (s) on the reserved position day and night. In case of
control and absence (of) fisherman (s) (s) offender (s) is (are) sanctioned (s).

Distance fishing should remain reasonable. The lines "sensitive" (long distances or cannes not fishing
in the perpendicular of the bank) must be removed during the day (from 8 am to 19h) not to disrupt
the fishing activities of other practitioners of the lake.
Night fishing implies the "No Kill full." All captured carp will be returned to the water in their place of
capture. No travel will be tolerated. Handling carp involves holding a reception worthy of the name
mattress. Attention compliance fish is paramount and the excess will be wrong.
Booking formality
The person wishing to practice will have to inform the office (Tel. 06.81.02.25.83, Email:
contact@aappma-aiguebelette.org) have a permit to AIGUEBELETTE. For any use of a boat, it will
fulfill the 'Boat' supplement.
The person wishing to practice must reserve its position to availability. Length of booking of a
position is limited to non-renewable 6 consecutive nights. No reservations are taken into account 15
days before the coming of / fisherman (s).
Click on the image to zoom power
Access to jobs
Position 1: The tip of the tip of the mouth of the Leysse left bank, 15 meters either side (Municipality
of Nances). formal prohibition to settle on the peninsula on the right side of the mouth.
Access: on foot from the pontoon of the Leysse or boat.
Position 2: right bank of the mouth of the Gua on the tip of the rock (Municipality of Nances).
Access: on foot from the gate next to the Gua bridge or boat.
Position 3: Camping on Mount Hail 10 m east of the reedbed (Municipality of Lépin the lake).
Access: with the owner.
Position 4: Left of the lake at the bottom of the campsite poplars (City of Lépin the lake).
Access: with the owner.
Position 5: Place called "The lesser spotted" 300 m left of the fish between the two areas of picketing
reedbeds (Municipality of Lépin the lake).
Access: only by boat.

Item 6: Between the two pontoons of the round hotel 50 m (Municipality of Lépin the lake).
Access: on foot from the fence next to the glass container or boat.
Position 7: Place called "La Guinguette". House located on east shore with green shutters.
Access: only by boat.
Position 8: Beach Bonvent, after the embankment opposite the aid station (Municipality of
Novalaise).
Access: on foot from the fence that demarcates the entrance to the beach or boat.
Position 9: In the West Bank, next to the boardwalk over a length of 10 m south of it at Communale
port of Saint-Alban-de-Montbel the place called "La Vigne" (Next to the large concrete breakwater
The Cheyneraie). ATTENTION, access to the pontoon is available to users, it is prohibited to place
your tripod and rodpod on the pontoon.
Access: only by boat.
It is forbidden to climb over the barriers, fences or other elements to define a plot, even it they are
already damaged.
It is forbidden to open the barriers, gates, etc ... located at certain positions delimiting private areas
and / or protected to get there by car, even if these elements are not locked. Any vehicle parked or
moving to the inner areas demarcated for barriers will be identified and fined by the Police services.
the Bivouac
Fishermen shelter will Types "biwi and umbrella tent" green. The shelters are limited to two per post
whatever their uses (fishing shelters or equipment). Other shelter shall not incite camping.
The carp must remain a bivouac camp and not a ground of improvised camping, equipment must be
stored. Remember that during your stay, you are likely to receive visitors (politicians, managers of
the countryside ....) And the status of your bivouac reflects the angler image that you represent.
Fires or barbecues are allowed. Stoves gas and gasoline are tolerated. Waste or garbage will be
transported by fishermen and thrown in containers. Human waste will be buried. The positions will
be visited after fishing and offenders will be punished.
Tour Programme
carp anglers, the lake is not yours and other people use water, be tolerant. Booking a fishing station
does not in any case it is your property during your stay. The stations are all located in private and /
or protected areas, your presence is tolerated by the owners and / or managers of these places. Your
attitude and your camp must be exemplary.
carnivorous fishermen lure or trolling, fishermen in the probe may take one of your lines, hence the
use of "Lead Back" is mandatory. No scandal or other conflict will be tolerated between fishermen or
other users such rowing, pedal boats, swimmers ...

